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Summary
The boolean satisfiability problem (SAT) is one of the typical NP-complete problems that
have found considerable industrial applications in the past decades. Significant theoretical
and practical efforts has been devoted to the research in this particular problem. Recently,
with the major architectural shift from increasing processor power to increasing number of
processors, and the development of cloud computing, there is an emerging need to paral-
lelize these solvers to run on a loose distributed system where minimal synchronization and
communication overhead is desirable. It is an important challenge to improve performance
when the number of processors increase. Moreover, the parallel solver should be able to scale
accordingly when the number of processors is significant.
In this report, we first present multiple aspects of the algorithm implemented in modern
state-of-the-art solvers and advances in parallel SAT solving. Based on the analysis of cur-
rent research, we then propose optimizations on splitting strategies aimed for the distributed
environment. A protocol of sharing relevant information between processes was also designed
and implemented using the hybrid of Message Passing Interface (MPI) and POSIX threads.
Moreover, two different approaches on load balancing on long-running jobs are proposed
and implemented. Experimental data show that we can achieve good speedup and scalabil-
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1.1 Background and Motivation
Nondeterministic Polynomial (NP) is a class of hard computing problems which is still nei-
ther proved nor disproved to be solved in polynomial time. An NP problem p is called
NP-complete if every other problem in NP can be transformed into p in polynomial time.
Many fundamental computational problems are proved to be NP-complete. This project is
focused on the Boolean Satisfiability Problem (SAT), one of the first problems proved to
be NP-complete [2]. In addition to the traditional hardware and software verification fields,
SAT solvers are also popular in domains such as general theorem proving and computational
biology. This increasing adoption is the result of the remarkable efficiency gains during the
last decade [3]. However, there is not much improvement in sequential solvers with algorith-
mic adjustments recently. With the recent evolution of distributed systems, parallelization
of existing sequential solvers arises as a feasible and efficient approach to improve more
significantly SAT solving performance.
Many parallel SAT solvers have been proposed. However, little work is done on the
distributed environment where nodes in a cluster are on different physical machines with no
shared memory. This project is aimed at exploiting cheap computing power in clusters and
grids by focusing mainly on independent parallelization with minimal synchronization and
communication overhead. The reason is that in the normal setting of distributed system,
component failure is a norm rather than an exception. System is assumed to be not reliable.
Therefore, each node should have a global knowledge of the problem and is as independent
to other nodes as possible so that it can explore its own search subspace even if other nodes
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may be disconnected at any time.
Modern SAT solvers employ a backtracking approach together with learning capability so
that propagations are done by a chain of successive and sequential implications and undone
recursively. Therefore, it is challenging to have an efficient and scalable parallelization. The
ideal target is to obtain linear or even super linear speed-up compared to the sequential solver.
Moreover, as nondeterministic aspects always take place in the distributed environment,
we also have to make sure that the parallelization is scalable (improved performance with
increasing number of nodes) and stable (consistent results between multiple runs). The
focus is on designing and implementing the parallelization of a current state-of-the-art solver
Minisat, as well as analyzing and evaluating its performance, scalability and stability.
1.2 Thesis Contribution and Organization
This thesis has three main contributions. Firstly, we show that even with a very basic
parallelization of SAT solving as described in [1], further improvements can still be achieved
experimentally with different choices of heuristics. We present the reasoning underlying the
chosen heuristics and the corresponding experimental results. Secondly, we propose and
implement two different approaches to deal with the load balancing issue of the parallel
SAT solver, especially approaches using splitting strategies. Experimental results show that
these load balancing strategies improve considerably the performance and scalability of our
distributed solver. Thirdly, we present a new mechanism to communicate shared knowledge
among nodes that is shown experimentally to be efficient. With the new mechanism, our
solver becomes the first (to the best of our knowledge) that uses the combination of MPI and
pthreads in the domain of SAT solving. Hence, our work is aimed at executing efficiently
on a distributed system with many physical multi-core nodes, which has been a common
distributed architecture in recent years.
Subsequent chapters are organized as follow. In the next chapter, related works on the
SAT solving domain are presented. We first give a formal overview of the problem, then
present key aspects of current state-of-the-art sequential solvers and advances in parallel SAT
solving. Besides, a brief introduction and analysis of SAT Race is included. Then, we describe
the design and implementation of our new parallel SAT solver applied on the distributed
environment. After that, experimental results are presented and analyzed to showcase the
efficiency and scalability of our implementation. Finally, we provide our conclusions.
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Chapter 2
From sequential to parallel solvers
2.1 Overview
The Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) problem consists of determining a satisfying variable assign-
ment, V, for a Boolean function, f, or determining that no such V exists. Traditionally, SAT
solvers only deal with Boolean propositional logic, though recently researchers have started
to look into the possibilities of combining richer logics into the SAT solver framework [4]. It
is proved that any Boolean propositional formula can be transformed into an equi-satisfiable
Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) formula in linear time by introducing auxiliary variables
[5]. Therefore, the standardized input to a SAT solver is a Boolean propositional formula
in CNF. Given a SAT instance, a SAT solver only needs to answer whether the instance is
satisfiable (sat) or unsatisfiable (unsat). If the instance is satisfiable, most SAT solvers can
also output a satisfying assignment, a model, of the instance if requested. Despite the need
of finding only one satisfying assignment, the problem is still NP-complete [6].
A CNF formula ϕ on n binary variables x1, ..., xn is the conjunction (AND) of m clauses
ϕ1, ..., ϕn each of which is the disjunction (OR) of one or more literals, where a literal is the
occurrence of a variable or its complement. A CNF formula ϕ denotes a unique n-variable
Boolean function f (x1, ..., xn). Therefore, the SAT problem is concerned with finding an
assignment (0 or 1) to the variables x1, ..., xn that makes the function equal to 1 or proving
that the function is always equal to 0. The advantage of CNF representation is that in this
form, for f to be satisfied (sat), each individual clause must be sat.
In general, algorithms to solve SAT problem can be categorized into incomplete and
complete methods.
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Incomplete methods aim at finding solutions by heuristics means without exhaustively
exploring the search space. These methods are unable to detect that no solution exists,
i.e. the formula is unsat. A typical algorithm in this category is local search algorithm.
In local search, an assignment of variables is iteratively improved by modifying the value
of a single variable until all clauses are satisfied. By using a cost function to evaluate the
quality of an assignment, the algorithm aims at finding an assignment of minimal cost,
which is the solution if one exists. Incomplete methods are suitable to find solutions for
sat instances, but not usually for unsat ones [7]. However, the motivation of our project is
to be able to efficiently solve different families of SAT instances, with both sat and unsat
instances. Therefore, in this report, we will concentrate on the complete methods, which
will be described below.
Contrary with local search, complete methods are able to explore the entire search tree. In
the recent years, complete methods have seen considerable improvements and they are mostly
different variations of the Davis, Putnam, Logemann, and Loveland (DPLL) algorithms.
DPLL algorithm is the combination of two related algorithms presented in [8] and [9], where
proofs of variable elimination, pure literal rule and unit propagation are presented [8] and
integrated into a backtrack search approach [9]. With clause learning and non-chronological
backtracking, research in the domain has advanced greatly during the last ten years. Most
modern SAT solvers are based on the DPLL algorithms and utilize various heuristics and
strategies for optimization.
The next section will discuss the principal aspects of the DPLL algorithm and optimiza-
tions implemented in current state-of-the-art sequential solvers, as well as issues arising in
a distributed setting. Then, advances in parallel SAT solving are discussed. Finally, we
provide an overview of the yearly SAT Race competitions where latest improvements are
evaluated against a rigorous benchmark of SAT instances.
2.2 Evolution of the DPLL algorithm
Pseudo code of the DPLL algorithm is described in Figure 2.1. Initially, there is a prepro-
cessing step to simplify the given clause database before any branch is made. Then, the
algorithm will loop indefinitely where it does propagation, variable selection for branching,
and conflict handle. The algorithm terminates when a solution is found or a top-level conflict




if (status!=UNDEFINED) return status;
while (true) {
propagate();
if (no conflict) then
if (all variables assigned) then
return SATISFIABLE;
else
decide new variable and assign;
else
analyze conflict;





Figure 2.1: DPLL algorithm
2.2.1 Preprocessing
This step can be regarded as an extra step to simplify the original formula before any branch-
ing is performed. The main purpose of preprocessing is to generate a simpler, equi-satisfiable
SAT instance in place of the original formula. Therefore, the preprocessing can employ
more powerful reasoning mechanism. One of the most successful preprocessing mechanism
is SatElite [10], where subsumption, self-subsuming resolution and variable elimination are
combined together.
A clause c1 is said to be subsumed by another clause c2 if c1 is a disjunction of a superset
of the literals of c2. A subsumed clause is redundant and can be discarded from the problem.
Self-subsuming resolution refers to possible subsumption after a resolution of two similar
clauses. For instance, c1= (x,a,b) and c2=(-x,a) resolve to c
′
1=(a,b), which subsumes c1.
Therefore, after adding c′1 to the formula f, c1 can be removed. Variable elimination refers
to finding functionally dependent variables and eliminate them. A variable is functionally
dependent if it can be defined as a disjunction of other variables and hence could be substi-
tuted by these other variables. In the above example, if x does not appear elsewhere, and
since we can substitute x by a from c2, x can be substituted by a. Preprocessing is normally
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used as an optional step that takes place before the main loop. There are works such as in
[11] that attempt to apply above techniques in the conflict analysis.
2.2.2 Boolean Constraint Propagation(BCP)
BCP procedure identifies any additional variable assignments to be deduced based on the
current variable state to satisfy f. It is based on the unit propagation, where a clause
consisting of only literals with value 0 and one unassigned literal must assign that remaining
literal to 1. Propagation is carried on until no more implications can be made or a conflict
is found. Any implication is associated with the most recent variable decision. In practice,
a major portion of the solvers’ run time is spent in the BCP process [12]. Therefore, an
efficient optimization to BCP is crucial and was proposed in the Chaff algorithm [12] using
two watch literals in each clause. For each clause, two literals not assigned to 0 are watched
at any given time. The solver only needs to visit a clause when one of the two watched
literals is assigned to 0. There are similar approaches to improve the BCP engine, such as
using head tail lazy data structure in the solver SATO [13]. However, the above approach
is proved to be better since a key benefit of this scheme is that at the time of backtracking,
there is no need to modify the watched literals in the clause database.
There are two outcomes of the propagation: no conflict is found or a conflict is reached.
In the case of no conflict, the algorithm will try to decide a new variable based on some
heuristics and assign a value to that variable. If no variable is available to select, the formula
is sat. However, if a conflict is reached, analysis of conflict is required to produce a learned
clause, whose purpose is to prevent the algorithm to stumble upon the same conflict in the
future.
2.2.3 Variable decision
This procedure consists of the determination of a new variable and value to assign next.
At each variable decision, a global counter called decision level, which is initialized at 0, is
incremented. All implications propagated from this decision are assigned the same decision
level. This is the basic mechanism, accompanied with restart, to explore new regions of
the search space. To search the entire space efficiently, a main criterion of a good variable
selection is to direct the search to discover conflict as soon as possible and hence reduce
significantly irrelevant parts of the search space. Another criteria is that the selection should
be cheap to evaluate, desirably with O(1) or sub-linear complexity with regards to the size
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of the formula [4]. Multiple decision heuristics are proposed and evaluated.
In the past, decision heuristics are mostly based on statisticala properties of the formula.
Some functions to estimate the effect of branching on each variable are calculated so that
the maximum function value will be chosen, such as in [14], [15] and [16]. One of the most
successful heuristics based on this approach is introduced in the solver GRASP [17]. At
each node in the decision tree, GRASP evaluates the number of clauses directly satisfied by
each assignment to each variable’s polarity and chooses the variable and the polarity that
directly satisfies the largest number of clauses. It is observed that these heuristics are state-
dependent, which means that function values for all the free variables have to be recalculated
after each decision. This often introduces significant overhead.
Recent state-of-the-art solvers, such as Minisat [18], Tinisat [19] and Berkmin [20], employ
variations of an efficient heuristics proposed in the Chaff algorithm [12]. The heuristic makes
use of the Variable State Independent Decaying Sum (VSIDS) strategy. Initially, literals are
initialized to 0. When a clause is added to the database, literals’ activities are incremented.
Periodically, all activities are divided by a constant. As new conflict clauses result in higher
activities in their literals’ activities, the solver will focus next variable selections around the
conflict literals, especially recent conflicts because of the periodic activity reduction. Being
variable-state independent (unrelated to the current variable assignment), this strategy has
low overhead and is cheap to maintain. Moreover, this strategy takes the search history into
consideration and hence focuses the variable selection on relevant variables in the search
history. To implement this strategy efficiently, recent solvers maintain a priority queue of all
activities for better maintenance and data access.
2.2.4 Conflict Driven Clause Learning
A conflict occurs whenever all literals of a clause evaluate to false under the current variable
assignment. A conflict means that the current variable assignment cannot be extended to
a satisfying assignment. At the point of conflict, modern solvers analyze the conflict and
create a new learned clause so that the same conflict will not happen again. This mechanism
is called Conflict Driven Clause Learning (CDCL). Moreover, the CDCL mechanism can
provide the decision level to which the solver has to backtrack so that the conflict can be
resolved. Conflict analysis is an important part of recent SAT solvers with much research on
both producing efficient learned clauses and determining optimal decision level to backtrack.
There are three aspects of a CDCL mechanism: the implication graph, the backtracking
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shown in Figure 2. We assume that an initial clause database
 and an initial assignment A, at decision level 0, are given.
This initial assignment, which may be empty, may be viewed
as an additional problem constraint and causes the search to
be restricted to a subcube of the n-dimensional Boolean
space. As the search proceeds, both  and A are modified.
The recursive search procedure consists of four major opera-
tions:
1. Decide(), which chooses a decision assignment at each
stage of the search process. Decision procedures are
commonly based on heuristic knowledge. For the results
given in Section 4, the following greedy heuristic is used:
At each node in the decision tree evaluate the number
of clauses directly satisfied by each assignment to each
variable. Choose the variable and the assignment that
directly satisfies the largest number of clauses.
Other decision making procedures have been incorporated
in GRASP, as described in [15].
2. Deduce(), which implements BCP and (implicitly)
maintains the resulting implication graph. (See [15] for
the details of Deduce().)
3. Diagnose(), which identifies the causes of conflicts
and can augment the clause database with additional
implicates. Realization of different conflict diagnosis
procedures is the subject of Section 3.
4. Erase(), which deletes the assignments at the current
decision level.
We refer to Decide(), Deduce() and Diag-
nose() as the Decision, Deduction and Diagnosis engines,
Figure 1: Clause database and partial implication graph
ω1 x1¬ x2+( )=
Current Assignment: 
ω2 x1¬ x3 x9+ +( )=
ω3 x2¬ x3¬ x4+ +( )=
ω4 x4¬ x5 x10+ +( )=
ω5 x4¬ x6 x11+ +( )=
ω6 x5¬ x6¬+( )=
ω7 x1 x7 x12¬+ +( )=
ω8 x1 x8+( )=
ω9 x7¬ x8¬ x13¬+ +( )=
x9 0= @1 x10 0= @3 x11 0= @3 x12 1= @2 x13 1= @2, , , ,{ }


























respectively. Different realizations of these engines lead to
different SAT algorithms. For example, the Davis-Putnam
procedure can be emulated with the above algorithm by
defining a decision engine, requiring the deduction engine to
implement BCP and the pure literal rule, and organizing the
diagnosis engine to implement chronological backtracking.
3 Conflict Analysis Procedures
When a conflict arises during BCP, the structure of the
implication sequence converging on a conflict vertex  is
analyzed to determine those (unsatisfying) variable assign-
ments that are directly responsible for the conflict. The con-
junction of these conflicting assignments is an implicant that
represents a sufficient condition for the conflict to arise.
Negation of this implicant, therefore, yields an implicate of
the Boolean function f (whose satisfiability we seek) that
// Global variables:  Clause database 
//  Variable assignment A
// Return value:  FAILURE or SUCCESS




return (Search (0, ) != SUCCESS) ?
FAILURE : SUCCESS;
}
// Input argument: Current decision level d
// Output argument: Backtracking level 
// Return value: CONFLICT or SUCCESS
//
Search (d, & )
{
if (Decide (d) == SUCCESS)
return SUCCESS;
while (TRUE) {
if (Deduce (d) != CONFLICT) {
if (Search (d + 1, ) == SUCCESS)
return SUCCESS;










Diagnose (d, & )
{
 = Conflict_Induced_Clause(); // From (4)
Update_Clause_Database ( );
 = Compute_Max_Level(); // From (7)
if ( != d) {




















Figure 2: Description of GRASP
κ
Figure 2.2: Partial implication graph and conflict detection
procedure, and restarts.
The Implication graph
In general, implications and decisions are sequential and hence can be represented by a
graph. This notion is formally described in GRASP [17]. Let the assignment of a variable x
be implied due to a clause ω. The an ecedent of a variabl x, denoted as A(x), is defined
as the set of literals other than x in ω. The sequence of implications generated by BCP
is captured by a directed graph called the implication graph. In the graph, each vertex
x corresponds to a variable assignment accompanied with its decision level x=v(x)@d or a
conflict. The arc set is constructed using antecedent relations. The directed arc from the
vertexes in A(x) to vertex x=v(x) are all label d with ω. Therefore, vertexes that have no
predecessors correspond to de ision assignments. An example of implication graph is shown
in Figure 2.2. In this partial graph, some variables and clauses, such as x12 and w7, are not
shown.
The purpose of the implication graph is to efficiently produce a conflict-induced clause
that becomes a unit clause after backtracking (called asserting clause). Therefore, the
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conflict-induced clause should have one and only one literal at the backtracking decision
level. By backtracking from the conflict vertex using antecedents, we are able to ex-
pand the reason sets of the conflict. In the extreme case, by recursively expanding un-
til all the literals in the reason set are decision variables, an asserting clause can be ob-
tained. Applying this conflict analysis procedure, we can determine the reason set that
is responsible for the conflict. For example, with the above implication graph, the rea-
son set is {x1 = 1, x9 = 0, x10 = 0, x11 = 0} resulting in the conflict-induced clause
ωC(κ) = (¬x1∨x9∨x10∨x11).
Much research is put into improving the conflict analysis mechanism. Different learning
schemes have been proposed. The introduction of Unique Implication Point (UIP) [21]
provides a faster analysis procedure because we do not have to backtrack until all decision
variables. A UIP is defined as a vertex at the current decision level such that any path (in
the implication graph) from the decision variable to the conflict vertex needs to go through.
UIPs are ordered starting from the conflict. In our example, vertex x4 = 1@6 is the first
UIP and x1 = 1@6 is the second UIP and also the decision variable. Experimentally, the
First Unique Implication Point (UIP) heuristic used as a stopping condition for the conflict
analysis has been show effective [21]. Other approaches to extend the implication graph
so that more information can be extracted and learned clause can be shortened are also
proposed, such as the introduction of inverse arc in [22].
Backtracking
Whenever a conflict is found, the solver needs to backtrack to a previous node to explore a
different search space. In CDCL, the choice is guided by the learning process and based on
the asserting clause. The asserting clause contains at most only one variable that is assigned
at the current decision level. Therefore, if we choose the second highest decision level (with
the highest decision level be the current decision level) as the backtracking level, the learned
clause become unit and we can apply unit propagation to continue the algorithm. This non-
chronological backtrack, where the algorithm may go up more than one level in the search
tree, is proved to maintain the completeness of the algorithm [23]. Furthermore, it is proved
in [22] that First UIP learning scheme results in optimal backtracking level compared to the
other possible UIPs. With these advantages, backtracking improves greatly the efficiency in
modern sequential SAT solvers.
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Restart
It is observed in [24] that SAT solvers exhibit high runtime variability on many instances. The
reason is the random factors that exist in the algorithm, especially in the variable decision
heuristic. Therefore, to avoid this variability, restarts are introduced. At restart, solvers stop
the search after a given cutoff constraint (such as number of conflicts/decisions/propagations)
and start again the search with increased cutoff, hence ensure solvers’ completeness. Only
variable decisions are cleared in the restart. Learned clause and variable activity are pre-
served so that the next restart will not branch the same variables as the current one. Nor-
mally, restart is implemented as a backtrack to the first decision level. Multiple restart
policies were proposed, such as in [12], [25]. In [26], a non-exhaustive survey on different
restart policies are presented and experimented. Based on the experimental result, Luby’s
sequence [27], which attempts to restart more rapidly, seems to be better in general than
other policies. In Minisat, one of the state-of-the-art-solvers, both Luby and traditional (less
rapid) restart policies are included.
2.2.5 Minisat
Minisat is a minimalist CDCL SAT solver, resulting from the two older solvers SATzoo and
SATnick [18]. The solver is developed by Niklas En and Niklas Srensson and is aimed to
provide an extensible framework so that users can make domain specific extensions or adap-
tion of current state-of-the-art SAT techniques to meet the needs of a particular application
area. An incremental SAT interface is also included in MINISAT to support related SAT
problems such as formulation of arbitrary constraints. Minisat version 2.1 is the best generic
SAT solver in the SAT RACE competition 2008.
The solver encompasses proven advances in the SAT solving community with a published
description of the design. In the most recent version 2.2, new features are included and
interfaces are redesigned and reorganized nicely to make it a suitable foundation solver to
modify to use in the distributed environment. Minisat utilizes ideas presented in Chaff
[12], but still differs in some aspects. First, VSIDS heuristic is applied on variables, not
literals as in Chaff. Moreover, VSIDS is also applied to clause to facilitate clause deletion.
Second, applying the findings in [28], Minisat implements conflict clause minimization which
employs self-subsumption (as described in preprocessing) to further simplify new learned
clauses. Finally, phase saving is also implemented where phase of assigned literals when
restarting is kept and branched first when taking a decision [29].
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2.2.6 Issues with parallelization
Backtracking is the main reason that makes SAT solvers challenging to parallelize. Basically,
there are two procedures to parallelize a sequential algorithm: functional or domain partition.
The correct execution of a DPLL-based SAT solver depends on the coherence in the data
structure that is updated sequentially with backtracking. Therefore, functional partition
of the solver is not feasible without significant changes to sequential solver’s code. On the
contrary, domain partition is aimed at partitioning the input so that independent sets of
data can be processed concurrently. By efficiently partitioning the input, we are able to use
a sequential SAT solver on each subspace. Therefore, domain partition is used in this project
and under the form of hashing constraints, as described in the next section.
Moreover, the need of exchanging knowledge, in particular learned clauses, to efficiently
analyze conflicts and constrain the search space provides even more challenges as nodes in
distributed system are supposed to not share memory with each other. Therefore, with
CDCL mechanism, parallelization of modern SAT solvers requires an efficient protocol to
exchange knowledge between nodes without violating the internal structure of each node. In
the next section, we present details about a new protocol that combines MPI and POSIX
threads for efficient communication between nodes.
2.3 Approaches on parallel SAT solving
With the architectural shift from ever higher frequencies to ever more processors, it is im-
portant to explore efficient techniques to scale current SAT solving algorithms to massively
parallel architectures . Moreover, recent state-of-the-art sequential solvers only have minor
improvements and no orders of speedup magnitude gained. Therefore, efficient and scalable
parallelization of SAT solvers is necessary and crucial.
There are two components of a parallel SAT solving system: the parallel architecture and
the parallel algorithm. In recent years, most of parallel SAT solving research focuses on the
symmetric multi-processors (SMP) environment where memory and other common resources
are shared among processors within a single machine. There is no dedicated track in the
SAT Race competition for distributed SAT solvers yet. In the distributed architecture which
is the focus of the project, we have to put more emphasis on the nature of separate memory,
more significant communication overhead and solutions amenable to fault tolerance. Regard-
ing algorithms, parallel constraint solving approaches are divided into two main categories:
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Portfolio and Search Space Splitting strategies [1].
To assess a good parallel algorithm, beside better speed-up, scalability, how well a parallel
system takes advantage of increased computing resources, is another important criterion
worth considering. Below we will give an overview on advances in parallel SAT solving.
Moreover, we present advantages of Splitting strategies against Portfolio approaches in terms
of performance and scalability in distributed architecture.
2.3.1 Portfolio approach and its limitations
The Portfolio approach is presented in [30]. The algorithm is based on the observation that
modern SAT solvers became highly stochastic and very sensitive to parameters. Therefore,
the principle of the Portfolio approach is to let several SAT solvers compete and cooperate
to be the first to solve a given instance. By having cooperation, relevant knowledge from
other nodes can be utilized so that the parallel solver’s performance will be better than the
best sequential solver integrated in it.
A typical solver of this approach is Manysat [31], applied on SMP architecture. In the
solver, a set of orthogonal strategies are used with cooperation by clause sharing. The
diversification of strategies used is in the restart policy, polarity of variable in decision,
and learning schemes (GRASP’s implication graph and extended graph with inverse arcs as
described above). For clause sharing, the clause size limit is fixed experimentally at 8.
The main problem with the Portfolio approach is the difficulty to scale the parallel solver
with an increasing number of nodes. The main advantage of the Portfolio approach is to
reduce the SAT solvers’ dependence to various parameters. If the number of processors is
fixed, it may be possible to choose a portfolio of solvers and settings that complement each
other , such as in the case of Manysat. However, when the number of nodes increases, it
is difficult to find a scalable source of diverse viewpoints as demonstrated in [1]. Since we
would like to have a scalable distributed solver, this approach may not be suitable. Instead,
we will focus on the approach based on splitting strategies which will be described below.
2.3.2 Splitting strategies
Splitting strategies are based on the divide-and-conquer principle to explore the parallelism
provided by the search space, with many available solvers such as GradSAT [32], PSATO
[33] and PMSat [34]. In general, search-space splitting strategies are based on the idea of
streamlining [35]: The original search space P is partitioned with respect to a property S : P1
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that corresponds to P with the condition that S holds, and P2 that corresponds to P with the
condition that S does not hold. Streamlining is sound because the union of the two subspaces
obviously cover the entire initial search space. To implement this strategy in SAT solving,
the obvious way is to integrate the condition S directly into the original formula as clauses.
Therefore, we should choose the condition S so that it could be easily transformed into CNF.
Either a guiding path or a hashing constraint can be used. In the guiding path method, each
node will be provided a set of variable assumptions, which are variables with predefined
values, and hence constrained on the subspace where those assumptions are satisfied. The
hashing constraint method is actually a generalization of guiding path. Specifically, for each
processor i, we extend the input formula f with a constraint Hi, called a hashing constraint,
so that processor i is constrained to a particular subset of the search space.
Ideally, a hashing constraint should satisfy soundness,effectiveness and balance properties.
The hashing constraint must be chosen to satisfy the soundness property and intersection
of the new subspaces should preferably be empty. Two other desirable qualities are effec-
tiveness, which means each processor is able to skip the search subspace not assigned to it,
and balance, which means all processors should be given about the same amount of work.
Because of its static structure, this approach is more likely to offer scalable speed-up. When
the number of nodes increases, more constraints can be processed at the same time.
There is little work on massively parallel constraint solving [36]. Recently, there is a
published paper that experiments with both splitting strategies and portfolios in a distributed
architecture with up to 64 nodes [1]. The paper shows that without any other heuristics
and no communication involved, splitting strategies can still provide promising speed up
for SAT instances used in the SAT Race 2008. However, scalability issues are still yet to
be investigated thoroughly, especially with integrated clause sharing. Therefore, the main
purpose of the project is to applying the splitting strategies with cooperation and evaluate
its performance and scalability in a distributed architecture with a large number of nodes.
2.3.3 Work Stealing and Clause sharing
One of the popular aspects for parallel search is work stealing: processes that have run out
of work steal from processes that are still running. Multiple work stealing algorithms are
proposed in the parallel constraint programming domain, such as the confidence-based work
stealing presented in [37] which uses adaptive work stealing strategy with bias on selected
branches. In fact, work stealing is necessary because it allows dynamic load balancing and
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prevents computing resources to become idle. The place from where work is stolen has a
dramatic effect on the efficiency of the parallel algorithm. Another criterion is that the work
stolen should be significant compared to the overhead of communication. Many parallel
SAT solvers utilize work stealing schemes. Previously, in PSatz [38] and Gradsat [32], the
parallelization scheme uses the notion of guiding paths to split the search space as well as to
balance the load between processes. In PMinisat [39], work stealing is done with a central
queue of work to reduce the waiting time for threads to respond.
As shown in all recent parallel solvers, cooperation is an important aspect of parallel SAT
solving. Processes exchange their learned clauses between each other. The main problem
is the exponential number of clauses to share and communication overhead, which can be
solved by using some fixed size limit. In Gradsat [32] and Manysat [31], a predefined limit
is used. In [39], knowledge of guiding path is used to shorten shared clauses to fit within
smaller static limit. When clauses are shared is equally important. in GradSat [32], clauses
are shared at the top level or in PMSat [34], a process sends its learned clauses after finishing
its search. However, sharing at the top level or after the search is inefficient since there will be
huge communication overhead and clauses to share may not be relevant to other processes.
In [40], sharing clauses concurrently with the solving engine is introduced. Moreover, to
avoid the irrelevance of an imported learned clause, assessment criteria for foreign clauses
are necessary. For instance, in PMiniSat [39], the solver can take advantage of the current
variable assignment so that a foreign clause will not be imported if it is subsumed by a
guiding path from root to current decision level. Other methods to dynamically control the
size of shared clauses are also proposed, such as in [41]. However, as specified in [41], dynamic
control method is more suitable in an SMP architecture. In an SMP architecture, clause
sharing is usually done with a universal clause database. Read access is done in parallel and
write access is done by lock at each process. Typical parallel solvers on SMP architecture
utilizing this approach are MiraXT [42] and Manysat [31].
2.4 Overview of SAT Race
Every year, many CDCL-based solvers have been developed, and made available to the
community. Moreover, many papers have been published on the design of efficient SAT
solvers. These advances provide overview of the improvements in the domain. However,
each paper uses a separate benchmark and assessment criteria to present its findings, and
many of them are theoretical research with little insight on its practical approach. This
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results in a need for a unified benchmark and assessment criteria based on performance of
the implementation. Therefore, the international SAT competition, SAT Race, is organized
yearly so that advances in the domain can be evaluated against each other in a competitive
environment. In this project, we use the criteria and benchmark used in the parallel track
of SAT Race 2008 to assess our newly developed solver.
2.4.1 Assessment criteria
The main criterion to evaluate a solver is the number of instances solved with average run-
time on solved instances to break ties. Running time limit is fixed at 15 minutes per instance.
For the parallel track, wall-clock time is used instead of CPU time. Taking into account the
high variance of running time of parallel SAT solvers, each instance is run three times. The
criteria that an instance is solved differ from one SAT Race to another. An instance is
considered solved in SAT Race 2008 if at least 1 out of 3 runs is within the time limit, but
in SAT Race 2010 that same instance is only considered solved if the first run is correct.
For the main (sequential) track, the winner of SAT Race 2008 is Minisat and of SAT Race
2010 is CryptoMinisat which is also an improved version of Minisat. The result clarifies our
choice of core sequential solver as Minisat. In the parallel track, portfolio solvers are the
winner, with pLingeling at SAT Race 2010 and Manysat at SAT Race 2008. However, the
parallel architecture is still SMP, which once again shows the lack of good and scalable
distributed SAT solver in the SAT community.
2.4.2 Benchmark
In the main and parallel track of SAT Race, benchmarks of the main competition are from
industrial and application categories. There also exists a separate track for handcrafted
and random benchmarks. Instances from the main benchmarks are real-world problems
appearing in many domains such as hardware verification, software verification, cryptography
and other applications. Benchmarks have a mixture of satisfiable and unsatisfiable instances.




Toward an efficient distributed solver
In this chapter, we present a comprehensive description of our design and implementation
of a new solver, called Distributed Minisat or in short DMinisat, targeted at the distributed
environment, using the splitting strategies approach with work stealing and clause sharing.
The solver utilizes MPI technology as the underlying communication mechanism to be exe-
cuted in a cluster or grid of computers. The parallel protocol used is the Manager/Worker
paradigm where the manager is responsible of distributing works to workers when required.
Using hashing constraints, jobs that are generated by the manager will correspond to a sub-
space where the constraint is satisfied. Sharing of learned clauses is enabled and optimized.
Apart from other existing parallel solver, our new solver utilizes multithreaded workers so
that the overhead of synchronization is reduced. Besides, since failure is a norm rather than
exception in distributed systems, our new solver is able to tolerate failure without much
compromise to performance although fault tolerance is not the focus of this work. Last but
not least, we implement both static and dynamic work stealing strategies to resolve the load
balancing issue.
Our solver shares some common features with previous parallel SAT solvers using splitting
strategies, such as PMinisat and PMSat. It is based on the partitioning of the search space
and uses the Manager/Worker paradigm where the manager controls the scheduling and
constraint distribution to workers. Sharing of learned clauses is also integrated and made
suitable for distributed systems.
The solver is based on Minisat so it is all written in C++. Usage of MPI improves its
portability across multiple parallel architectures. However, execution in a dedicated cluster
with low network latency and low probability of machine failure, such as the Tembusu2
cluster which is used in our evaluation, is still preferred. Each run will use a fixed number
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of processors. The solver accepts various options whose details will be explained below.
3.1 Splitting strategy
In our project, a static splitting strategy is preferred since a dynamic strategy with parameter
tuning will become more difficult to scale in a distributed setting. As mentioned in the
previous chapter, the use of hashing constraints is one of the more efficient static splitting
strategies and will be utilized. The core of our splitting strategy is the hashing constraint
together with a scheme for the selection of variables. The hashing constraint should ideally
be sound, effective and balanced. The variable selection scheme should focus on the more
constrained part of the search space to avoid visiting irrelevant subspaces.
3.1.1 XOR constraints
As stated in [1], with a fixed subset S of variables, a convenient static hashing constraint Hi
can be defined as: ∑
x∈S
x = i (mod p)
The value p should be within reasonable limits. To simplify, p is fixed at 2 so that the hashing
constraint becomes an XOR constraint. Each XOR constraint splits the original search space
into two subspaces. It is shown that these two subspaces are likely to be balanced [6].
Since the input is in CNF, the XOR constraints must be converted into CNF so that
they can be further integrated into the original formula naturally. With 2 variables, we can
easily prove that:
x+ y = 0(mod 2) ≡ (¬x ∨ y) ∧ (x ∨ ¬y)
x+ y = 1(mod 2) ≡ (x ∨ y) ∧ (¬x ∨ ¬y) (3.1)
For each variable xi, the corresponding literal li is either xi or ¬xi.
Now, let us define the function w(li) such that
w(li) = 1 if li = xi
= 0 if li = ¬xi (3.2)
More generally, with n variables, we have:
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For all combinations of l1, ..., ln,
n∑
i=1
xi = 0 (mod 2) ≡
∧






xi = 1 (mod 2) ≡
∧




As an example, we present the CNF equivalence of an XOR constraint of length 3:
x+ y + z = 0(mod 2) ≡ (¬x ∨ y ∨ z) ∧ (x ∨ ¬y ∨ z) ∧ (x ∨ y ∨ ¬z) ∧ (¬x ∨ ¬y ∨ ¬z)
x+ y + z = 1(mod 2) ≡ (x ∨ y ∨ z) ∧ (¬x ∨ ¬y ∨ z) ∧ (¬x ∨ y ∨ ¬z) ∧ (x ∨ ¬y ∨ ¬z) (3.4)
Proof of the above formulas can be found in the Appendix. Applying the formulas above,
we could transform an XOR constraint of any length n into CNF by using our following
algorithm:
Algorithm 1 XOR to CNF ( outcome , n , x1, ..., xn )
Require: outcome of the constraint is binary (0 or 1) ; n≥1
Ensure: List of CNF clauses equivalent to the XOR constraint
CL← ∅
for i = 0 to 2n − 1 do
Represent i in binary form b = b1b2...bn
t← n−∑ni=1 bi
if (t is odd AND outcome = 0) OR (t is even and outcome = 1) then
c← ∅
for j = 1 to n do





c← c ∨ lj
end for





In theory, long XOR constraints are better for partitioning the search space [43]. Short
XOR constraints may have correlations between constraint variables and hence would not
be pairwise independent and thus would not qualify as a good hashing function. However,
in practice, multiple short XOR constraints are shown to be as effective as a long XOR
constraint [44]. In our evaluation, we experiment with both small and large XOR constraints
to investigate the effect of the size of XOR constraints. We also note that a size of 1 is
equivalent to a unit clause.
With an XOR constraint, the search space can be partitioned into only two subspaces.
Since our solver is engineered to work with an arbitrary number of processors, multiple XOR
constraints are used. Multiple iterations are done so that k XOR constraints result in a
partition of 2k jobs. Therefore, with n variables for each XOR constraint, n ∗ k variables
have to be selected.
3.1.2 Variable selection
In our experiments, we use several policies for variable selection. Because our solver is
conflict driven, it is preferable to direct the search to the more constrained part of the
search space. At the beginning, in the absence of additional information, variables with
maximum number of occurrences in the original formula are good candidates since these
variables will probably lead to conflicts faster. Therefore we experiment with this policy,
called Max Occurrence policy. Policy that selects variables with minimum occurrences (Min
Occurrence) and Random policy are also included in the evaluation for comparison purpose.
Since variables are selected based on their activity values, we also include another policy
that selects variables with the highest activity values after a short sampling phase. We choose
the sampling phase to be one restart. This sampling phase takes place at the manager node.
In the implementation, the manager will be responsible for creating the list of constraint
variables. Then, the constraint variables will be broadcast to all the workers. More details
on the Manager/Worker protocol used in this project will be described below.
3.2 The Manager-Worker protocol
To be flexible with the number of processors and to facilitate knowledge sharing, we im-
plement the Manager-Worker protocol. This is a commonly used protocol for distributed
systems, with well-known implementations such as the Google File System [45]. After the
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number of processors np are specified, we will divide them into one Manager and np-1 Work-
ers. All communications are only between worker and manager to limit synchronization
overhead and unexpected behavior, such as machine failure, when the number of processors
become significant. Only workers perform the main SAT solving tasks to avoid overload at
the manager. No communications between workers are allowed. An important assumption
we have is that the manager node will not fail, but worker nodes can fail unexpectedly. Since
so far SAT solvers have only been evaluated with less than 64 nodes, we can also assume
that there is no significant performance bottleneck at the manager node.
Initially, the manager is responsible for variable selection based on a predefined policy,
which can be specified as an option to the program. After creating the list of variables to be
used in the XOR constraints, the manager will broadcast it to all workers , which also ensures
synchronization of all workers before actually solving the problem. This synchronization is
critical especially if we have one extremely responsive worker. In that case, the responsive
worker may finish its job even before other workers start getting the input. Hence, knowledge
sharing can reach deadlock in that case since the initialization at non-responsive workers is
still not finished.
After the initialization step, the manager will enter an indefinite loop. It repeatedly sends
jobs to workers so that each worker is responsible for exactly one job at any given time. The
number of XOR constraints k is specified by the user as an option to the program. Therefore,
the number of jobs is 2k. Value of k should be chosen so that the number of jobs is bigger
than the number of workers in the system, i.e. 2k ≥ np − 1. This choice is to ensure that
no node is idle at the beginning. In the implementation, we represent a job by a number
in binary form so that at the worker’s side, bits of the job number correspond to polarities
of XOR constraints. Then, XOR constraints will be created and integrated to the original
CNF formula. In the evaluation chapter, we present our attempt to experimentally find good
choices for k.
Management of jobs is maintained at the manager. There are three possible states of a
job: unexecuted, running and completed. Initially, all jobs are marked unexecuted. When
a job is sent from the manager, its status also changes to running. As soon as a worker
finishes its job, this worker will notify the manager so that the job can be marked completed.
The manager will send a new unexecuted job to the worker. If all jobs are either being run
or completed when a worker becomes idle, the manager will attempt some work stealing
strategies to send a running job to this worker.
An important challenge is how to integrate a new job with the state of a worker, es-
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Algorithm 2 Worker (k , n, F )
Require: k number of constraints ; n XOR length ; F original formula
while (true) do
Receive list of constraint variables x1, ..., xn∗k from Manager
Receive job J from Manager
Represent J in binary form J = J1J2...Jk
Create new variable z
for each outcome Ji do
to add = XOR to CNF(Ji, n , x(i−1)∗n+1, ..., xi∗n)
for each c in to add do
c← c ∨ ¬z
F ← F ∧ c
end for
end for
Solve F with assumption z
Send result to Manager
F ← F ∧ (¬z)
Simplify F
end while
pecially if that worker has already run other jobs in the past. In Minisat, after finishing
its execution, the solver is still able to retain all of its activities and learned clauses to be
reused at the next run. This is one of the most important feature that we use Minisat
as the base sequential solver for this project. Minisat allows us to assume a set of literals
to be true and search for satisfiability based on this assumption. When the search ends,
even with or without satisfiability, Minisat is able to undo the assumptions and revert the
solver to a usable state [18] with all the variable activities and learned clauses preserved.
This feature allows us to share learned clauses between different runs (with different as-
sumptions) on the same input. However, our project requires adding clauses, not literals,
to the original database. A simple yet efficient way is to have an extra variable z (refer to
Algorithm 2) as the enabler of additional clauses. Specifically, for each XOR constraint C,
after converting it into CNF clauses C1∧C2∧...∧Cn, we create a pseudo variable z and insert
the clauses (C1∨¬z),...,(Cn∨¬z) into the original formula. Then, we provide the solver with
the assumption z = 1 to enable these clauses. By doing this, we practically integrate clauses
C1∧C2∧...∧Cn into the original formula. For the other XOR constraints of the job, we also
use z similarly. After the job is completed, Minisat, as an incremental solver [18], is able to
undo the assumption so that the solver is reusable. By using this mechanism, we are given
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back the clauses (C1∨¬z),...,(Cn∨¬z). Now, we add the unit clause ¬z into the formula and
simplify the formula with this new unit clause. By enforcing ¬z as a clause, all the clauses
become true and hence discarded in the simplification. We present pseudo code of the worker
in Algorithm 2.
However, there are obviously some learned clauses that are originated from the new XOR
constraints of the previous job. Reusing it with a different job may result in incorrectness.
Therefore, an efficient and correct method to detect and remove these learned clauses are
critical to our solver. The next section will present formally the safety condition, which is
used to assess whether a learned clause originates from the original formula or not. Our
method is also presented and shown to satisfy the safety condition. The method is efficient
and simple so that it is also incorporated in clause sharing, which is detailed in the last
section of this chapter.
3.3 Sharing learned clauses safely
3.3.1 Preliminaries
Suppose that the original formula is F . Since XOR constraints are independent to each
other, without loss of generality, assume that there is only a single XOR constraint. The
XOR constraint variables are x1,x2,...,xn, where n is the length of XOR constraint. After
applying the transformation from XOR to CNF, we have m clauses C1,C2,...Cm. Before being
added to F , each clause will have the extra literal which is ¬z, where z is the additional
variable as described above. A learned clause L is generated if and only if
F ∧ (C1 ∨ ¬z) ∧ ... ∧ (Cm ∨ ¬z) |= L (3.5)
Moreover, we have this result from logic:
A |= ∆ then A ∧B |= ∆ (Left conjunction introduction)
Hence, for any learned clause L, if we can prove that F |= L holds, we can reuse L after
one job finishes and a new job is sent or we can share L with other workers. Indeed, since
F |= L, with another set of XOR constraint clauses C ′1,...C ′m in some job J ′ we will also have
F ∧ (C ′1 ∨ ¬z′) ∧ ... ∧ (C ′m ∨ ¬z′) |= L, with z′ being the extra variable of J ′. Otherwise, if
F 6|= L, L is not safe to reuse or share. The challenge is to know which category a learned
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clause belongs to.
Conflict analysis uses the implication graph to construct learned clauses. As described
in Chapter 2, starting from the conflict vertex, we utilize directed arcs to backtrack until
we encounter the First Unique Implication Point (UIP). Therefore, arcs that appear in the
conflict analysis will correspond to the clauses this conflict is directly dependent on. The
clause corresponding to an arc can be in one of three cases: a clause in original formula,
an XOR clause, or a previous learned clause. The following is a more general and recursive
definition of clause dependency:
Definition: A learned clause L depends on another clause C if conflict analysis traverses
an arc corresponding to C or an arc that depends on C. Original clauses in F and XOR
clauses (C1 ∨ ¬z),...(Cm ∨ ¬z) do not depend on any other clauses.
Two important lemmas of this definition is:
Lemma 1 : A learned clause L depends only on clauses in F if and only if F |= L
Proof ⇒: Since L depends only on clauses in F , it does not depend on any XOR clause.
Therefore, without XOR clauses added, we can reach the conflict corresponding to L if we
follow the same variable selection and propagation. Hence, F |= L.
Proof ⇐: Since F |= L, we are able to reach the conflict corresponding to L without any
XOR clause. Therefore, L will depend only on clauses in F .
Lemma 2 : In conflict analysis, if there exists an arc that corresponds to an XOR clause,
then the literal z must appear in the resulting learned clause.
Proof : Because such an arc exists, there must be an assignment by propagation using the
XOR clause so that it results in a vertex in the implication graph. By definition, propagation
is done when all but one literals in a clause are false. The remaining literal will be assigned to
true. Hence, in the implication graph, arcs starting from each false literal in the clause to the
newly assigned literal will be constructed. Therefore, if there exists an arc that corresponds
to an XOR clause in conflict analysis, it will backtrack to all literals in the XOR clause.
Obviously, the literal ¬z exist for all XOR clauses, Moreover, it is assigned at the first level
as an assumption and hence can not be backtracked further. Therefore, ¬z will be in the
reason set of the conflict and hence literal z must appear in the resulting learned clause.
If F |= L, the learned clause L is safe to share. The first lemma is actually the safety
condition of a learned clause to be shared among different jobs. However, in the implemen-
tation, to check whether F |= L or not is impractical since both the number of clauses in
F and the number of learned clauses may be quite huge. Therefore, an efficient method to
check the safety condition is necessary.
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In the following, we present two approaches to check the safety condition. The first
approach is to share only learned clauses with no XOR constraint variables and not to
share learned clauses with one or more XOR constraint variables. However, this approach is
incorrect and we will give two counter examples below. After that, we present our method
for safety check, which is correct and simple yet efficient for implementation.
3.3.2 An incorrect approach: Using XOR constraint variables
This approach only shares learned clauses not containing XOR variables. Therefore, extra
variable z is not used. To prove incorrectness of this approach, we will present 2 counter
examples to illustrate why this does not work.
On one hand, a learned clause that contains no XOR constraint variable may still depend
on some XOR clauses and hence is not safe to share. For example, with XOR length of 2,
assume that we have the XOR constraints x1 + x2 = 0 (mod 2) and x3 + x4 = 0 (mod 2).
Suppose the clause database is {(x1∨¬x5), (x5∨¬x3), (x5∨¬x6), (x4∨x6), ...}. During search,
suppose at first, x1 is assigned to 0 at level 1. By propagation, x2 = 0 and x5 = 0. Since
x5 = 0, propagation gives us x3 = 0, x6 = 0. Then, XOR constraint x3+x4 = 0 (mod 2) gives
us x4 = 0. With x4 = 0, x6 = 0, we have a conflict (because of the clause (x4∨x6)). Conflict
analysis with First UIP will give us the learned clause L = {x5}. Although the learned clause
contains no XOR constraint variable, it actually depends on the XOR constraint x3 +x4 = 0
(mod 2). By lemma 1, F 6|= L and hence L is not safe to share. Indeed, without the XOR
constraints, suppose at first x1 is assigned to 0 at level 1. By propagation, similarly we will
have x5 = 0, x3 = 0, x6 = 0, x4 = 1 with no conflict at this point.
On the other hand, a learned clause that contains one or more XOR constraint variables
may actually not depend on any XOR clause and hence is safe to share. For example, with
XOR length of 2, assume that we have the XOR constraint x1 + x2 = 0 (mod 2). Suppose
the clause database is {(x1 ∨ x3), (x1 ∨ x4), (¬x3 ∨¬x4), ...}. During search, suppose at first,
x1 will be assigned to 0 at level 1. By propagation, x2 = 0, x3 = 1, x4 = 1, and we have a
conflict (because of the clause ¬x3 ∨ ¬x4). Conflict analysis will give us the learned clause
{x1}. Although the learned clause contains an XOR constraint variable, it totally depends
on the original formula and hence can be shared. Indeed, without the XOR clause, suppose
at first x1 is assigned to 0 at level 1. By propagation, similarly we will have x3 = 1, x4 = 1
and hence a conflict. Conflict analysis will give us exactly the same learned clause {x1}.
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3.3.3 Correct method: Using the extra variable z
From the above examples, using XOR constraint variables to check safety condition of a
learned clause is not appropriate. Instead, our proposed method utilizes the extra variable
z. We prove the theorem below:
Theorem: A learned clause L contains variable z if and only if it depends on the XOR
constraint.
Proof ⇒: A learned clause containing variable z means that the corresponding conflict
is connected to either ¬z or z in the implication graph by some path p. We know that
variable z only appears in the XOR clauses and possibly other learned clauses. We prove by
induction that the connecting arc from z or ¬z to the rest of the path p is either an XOR
clause or a learned clause that depends on an XOR clause.
Induction:
Base case: for the first learned clause that contain variable z, the connecting arc must
correspond to a XOR clause. Hence, it depends on one of the XOR clauses.
Assume that the next k − 1 learned clauses containing variable z also depend on the
XOR constraint, k ≥ 1. We need to prove that the kth learned clause having variable z also
depend on the XOR constraint. In fact, the connecting arc from z to the rest of p for this
conflict is also either an XOR clause or a learned clause. If it is an XOR clause, the induction
hypothesis is correct. If it is a previous learned clause, by induction, it also depends on an
XOR clause. Hence, in both cases, the connecting arc is either an XOR clause itself or a
learned clause that depends on an XOR clause.
Therefore, for all learned clauses that contain variable z, the conflict analysis depends on
one or more XOR clauses.
Proof ⇐: Assume a learned clause L depends on the XOR constraint. Hence, in conflict
analysis, there must be an arc A that corresponds to an XOR clause or a learned clause that
recursively depends on an XOR clause. We prove by induction that the learned clause L will
contain variable z.
Induction:
Base case: For the first learned clause that depends on the XOR constraint, arc A must
correspond to an XOR clause. Using lemma 2, L must contain literal z.
Assume that the next k−1 learned clauses depending on the XOR constraint also contain
z, k ≥ 1. We need to prove that the kth learned clause also contain z. In fact, there must
be an arc A in this learned clause’s conflict analysis that corresponds to an XOR clause or
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a learned clause that depends on an XOR clause. If it is an XOR clause, using lemma 2,
the induction hypothesis is correct. If it is a previous learned clause, by induction, it also
contains z. Since z is an assumption and assigned at the first level, it will not be backtracked
again and hence belong to the kth learned clause. Hence, in both cases, the learned clause
will contain z.
Therefore, for all learned clauses that depend on the XOR constraint, they will contain
variable z.
From the theorem, we come up with a simple method to check the safety condition for
each learned clause: A learned clause is safe to be shared if it does not contain the additional
variable z in its content. Otherwise, that learned clause is not safe to share. We will reuse
the examples from section 3.3.2 to demonstrate our method.
First example: With XOR length of 2, assume that we have the XOR constraints
x1 + x2 = 0 (mod 2) and x3 + x4 = 0 (mod 2). Suppose the clause database is {(x1 ∨
¬x5), (x5 ∨ ¬x3), (x5 ∨ ¬x6), (x4 ∨ x6), ...}. During search, assumption will give us at first
z = 1. Suppose at first, x1 is assigned to 0 at level 1. By propagation, x2 = 0, x5 = 0,
x3 = 0, x6 = 0, x4 = 0. With x4 = 0, x6 = 0, we have a conflict (because of the clause
(x4 ∨ x6)). Conflict analysis with First UIP will give us the learned clause L = {¬z ∨ x5}
because the reason of x4 = 0 is {x3 = 0,z = 1} and (z = 1) is assigned at level 0 which is
lower than the conflict’s level. In this case, z is present in the learned clause and hence this
learned clause is not safe to share with other workers.
Second example: With XOR length of 2, assume that we have the XOR constraint
x1 + x2 = 0 (mod 2). Suppose the clause database is {(x1 ∨ x3), (x1 ∨ x4), (¬x3 ∨ ¬x4), ...}.
The extra variable is z. During search, assumption will give us at first z = 1. Suppose x1
will be assigned to 0 at level 1. By propagation, x2 = 0, x3 = 1, x4 = 1, and we have a
conflict which will give us the learned clause {x1} (using First UIP learning scheme [22]). In
this case, z is not present in the learned clause and hence this learned clause is safe to share
with other workers.
We also note that in the implementation of the worker, at the end of each job we insert
the unit clause {¬z} to the solving engine. At the beginning of the job, since we have
the assumption z = 1, all conflict analysis with variable z must have z = 1 and hence the
corresponding learned clause of this conflict must have ¬z. The unit clause {¬z}, hence,
will make all learned clauses with literal ¬z become true. Being already true, these learned
clauses will not be used in any propagations and conflict analysis. Because Minisat has
a mechanism to delete learned clauses that are not used frequently, these clauses will be
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deleted from the learned clause database after a while.
3.4 Work stealing strategies
Load balancing is an important issue in parallel computation, including parallel SAT solving.
A common situation is that when a certain number of jobs run significantly longer than the
rest. Therefore, we will often have the situation that after all jobs are run, a worker becomes
idle after completing its job. Therefore, an efficient work stealing strategy is important to
prevent the existence of idle workers and hence make full use of the available computing
resources. We present and implement two approaches: a static strategy that is based on the
portfolio idea and a dynamic strategy that uses extra XOR constraints.
Our first approach is a static work stealing strategy. It is based on the idea used in
parallel portfolio solvers. At the beginning, there are no idle workers since the number
of jobs is chosen to be always bigger than the number of workers and synchronization is
enforced after the initialization step. Therefore, a worker becomes idle only because it has
just finished its current job. As soon as the manager is notified that some worker has become
idle, it will send the idle worker an existing job J that is still not finished. Since a job is
simply a number in binary form that corresponds to polarities of XOR constraints, we still
maintain the internal structure at the idle worker, which comprises variable activities and
learned clauses. Hence, we will have a portfolio of different settings of the job J on two
different workers with two different internal structures. In the implementation, we always
select a running job that is run on the smallest number of nodes. Therefore, the number
of workers for each running job is approximately balanced. This balance is to ensure that
all long-running jobs have equal probability to be duplicated. As soon as a worker in a
job’s portfolio returns with result, we mark the job as completed and notify all workers in
this job’s portfolio to halt. Hence, all these workers become idle again and are ready to be
assigned other new jobs. Therefore, no idle workers are present during the execution of our
solver. We call our portfolio strategy internal portfolio as opposed to external portfolio, the
external portfolio approach that is used in Manysat. The main difference between the two
approaches is that internal portfolio utilize internal structure of the solving engine (variables’
VSIDS activities and learned clauses) to differentiate jobs whereas external portfolio uses
external parameters (restart strategy, branching polarity,etc...) to differentiate jobs.
The second approach is a dynamic strategy using extra XOR constraints applied on
long-running jobs. At the beginning, multiple XOR constraints help us to divide the original
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problem to smaller sub-problems. For long-running jobs, we could apply the idea of splitting
using XOR constraints again. In this approach, the worker W1 responsible for a running job
J will initiate the process by asking the manager whether there exist any idle worker. In
case of existence of an idle worker W2, the job J will be split by an XOR constraint C into
two complementary jobs: J1 = J ∧ (C = 0) on W1 and J2 = J ∧ (C = 1) on W2. At this
point, since W1 was running for a while, variables with the most activity values are more
likely to constrain the search space efficiently. Therefore, the new XOR constraint C will
select variables that are currently on top of the activity heap, excluding those that were
present in previous XOR constraints of the same worker. Since a worker is only able to
add new clauses without disrupting the internal structure of the solving engine after each
restart, worker W1 only asks for further splitting after a restart. However, in practice, if right
after the first restart we ask for assistance, there will be too many jobs to handle and the
communication overhead becomes overwhelming. Therefore, each worker will only ask for
further splitting after R initial restarts. By observing the performance with different values
for R, we believe that R is actually dependent on each instance. Choosing R = 100 seems
to give us reasonably good result with not much variance between different runs and will be
used in the evaluation. After R restarts, that worker will ask for further splitting after each
restart.
3.5 Multithreaded workers for learned clause sharing
As described in Chapter 2, cooperation is an important aspect of parallel SAT solving. In
SMP architectures, shared memory makes it much easier to share learned clauses by using a
global database shared among all threads and locks to safely update this database. However,
without global memory in a distributed system, a new approach to communicate knowledge
between nodes is required to reduce communication and synchronization overhead. Firstly,
we will give a brief introduction of MPI and why we consider it a suitable communication
mechanism to use. Then, we present the design and implementation of multithreaded workers
for cooperation. Finally, important parameters in the implementation are discussed.
In the implementation, we use the Message Passing Interface (MPI) as the communication
mechanism. MPI is a communication interface that allows many computers to communi-
cate with each other. This is a mechanism for inter-process communication, as opposed to
data sharing, among processes across different nodes across a computing cluster. MPI is
a language-independent communication protocol with support to both point-to-point and
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collective communication. MPIs goals are high performance, scalability and portability and
it is currently the dominant model used in high-performance computing. Each MPI func-
tion implementation is optimized for the hardware on which it runs. Moreover, applications
based on MPI are portable to other parallel environments with different structures. In this
project, we use the 64-bit version of MPICH2 [46], which is the latest implementation of
the MPI standard. The advantage of MPICH2 is that it provides thread-safe MPI Imple-
mentation [47], which is crucial for the implementation of multithreaded worker as described
below. Moreover, in a complex distributed system comprising of multi-core machines, differ-
ent nodes may exist on one physical machine. Even worse, one node can also have multiple
threads. Normally, distributed programs should be able to cope with these cases seamlessly.
Fortunately, based on the architecture of MPI as described in [46], MPI can handle these
cases efficiently.
Our main challenge is to reduce the synchronization time to the minimum. We have
an observation that importing learned clauses and the main solving engine only interact
with each other when needed by the main solving engine. Therefore, these two procedures
could be run concurrently on two different threads. Beside the main thread, a second thread
is created, called a ‘sidekick’ thread, and solely responsible for importing and maintaining
foreign learned clauses in a list. The two threads will share this list using a shared array.
The list is only updated by the sidekick thread and accessible by the main thread. When
needed, the main thread will access this list and integrate new foreign foreign clauses into
the main solving engine. Only clauses that are fully imported by the sidekick thread are
used to ensure data coherence and avoid synchronization. As a result, there would be no
synchronization needed at the main thread.
When a new learned clause is created, we have to verify whether it can be sent to other
workers who handle other jobs. Using the method to check for safety condition described
above, the only verification is whether the learned clause contains any additional variable
than the ones in the original formula or not. In the case of non-existence when it is safe, we
are confident that this clause is still applicable to other jobs and hence ready to be shared.
The main thread will send it immediately and asynchronously to the manager. Ideally, no
synchronization is involved. However, there is a limit on the MPI buffer size so that if we
keep sending data asynchronously, the buffer will be overflow at some point. When buffer
overflow happens, an error will be signalled by the MPI mechanism so that the program will
terminate abnormally. A simple yet efficient solution is to have interval synchronization.
Specifically, it means that we will have one synchronous sending for every S asynchronous
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send, with S fixed experimentally. Beside the benefit of avoiding a buffer overflow, this
strategy also gives us performance gain by reducing real-time delay in case we always use
synchronous sends.
There are three important parameters that we choose experimentally: the sharing size
limit, the frequency of importing shared clauses and the synchronous send constant. Similar
to other clause sharing in the past, we also impose a fixed size limit for clause sharing.
Only clauses with size less than or equal this limit are shared. In [31], the limit is 8.
However, taking into account the large number of nodes involved, a smaller limit may be
more appropriate. The frequency of importing shared clauses is the number of propagations
in the main solving thread before the main thread needs to import learned clauses from the
sidekick thread. If the frequency is too small and hence the time between two subsequent
import is too short, there may be no learned clauses to import and hence the communication
is wasted. On the other hand, if the frequency is too big, the benefit of foreign learned
clauses is not as significant as we wanted. Therefore, we experiment to find a good value for
the shared clause size limit and the frequency of importing shared clauses and present the
results in the next chapter. The synchronous send constant S is the number of asynchronous
send allowed before the synchronous send as described above. Experiments show that this
constant is dependent on the instance, although a value of 30 seems to give reasonably good




In this chapter, we evaluate the performance of our newly implemented distributed SAT
solver (DMinisat) described in the previous chapter against the benchmark used in the final
round of the SAT Race 2008. We will present the hardware configuration and benchmark
details used throughout the evaluation process and after that, experiments according to the
features available. At the beginning, we present the preliminary version of DMinisat, version
1, with XOR constraints as splitting strategies but with neither work stealing nor clause
sharing. Then, work stealing using internal portfolio is added in version 2. In version 3, clause
sharing is introduced. Eventually, in version 4, dynamic work stealing is implemented. For
each version, various aspects such as parameters and design choices will be experimented and
assessed separately to understand their individual effects. Finally, with the fully implemented
solver version 3 and 4, we experiment and assess its performance against other current solvers
to show that our solver provides good speed up and reliable scalability. Finally, we provide a
comparison of different versions of DMinisat. For all experiments presented in this chapter,
all instances are run two to three times and the best run is chosen. Time limit is fixed
at 15 minutes (900 seconds). These criteria are chosen to be compatible with the ones in
SAT Race 2008. In the following, nodes and workers are the same thing and will be used
interchangeably.
4.1 Hardware configuration and Benchmark
In the project, we utilize the Tembusu2 cluster, which is available to all NUS School of
Computing students, as the underlying distributed architecture. With latest version of MPI
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2008-Full 2008-Sample 2010-Full
Total number of instances 100 63 100
Number of SAT instances 47 36 25
Number of UNSAT instances 53 27 66
Number of UNKNOWN instances 0 0 9
Figure 4.1: Summary of benchmarks used in experiments
installed on every node, and SMP nature of each node, the cluster provides a real-world
distributed system that is ideal for our project where we make use of both MPI and thread
communication. We use mainly the 64-bit nodes which are newly integrated to the cluster
last year. In total, there are 17 nodes used with the following hardware configuration for each
node: Super Micro server with two Quad-core Xeon E5520 2.2 GHZ, 24 GB RAM, 8MB cache
size and 1.5TB SATA Hard disk. The operating system used is Centos 5.5, Linux-based.
The Xeon E5520 processor is hyper-threaded that allows up to 8-way parallelism.
In our experiments, we will make use of three benchmarks: the full benchmark of SAT
Race 2008, the sample benchmark of SAT Race 2008, and the full benchmark of SAT Race
2010. Each benchmark is given details below. In Figure 4.1, we also provide a summary
of instance results for these benchmarks, with 2008-Full representing the full benchmark of
SAT Race 2008, 2008-Sample representing the sample benchmark of SAT Race 2008 and
2010-Full representing the full benchmark of SAT Race 2010 respectively.
The full benchmark from the final round of SAT Race 2008 is a good combination of
instances from a variety of source [48]. Out of 100 instances, there are 20 from bounded
model checking, 20 from pipelined machine verification, 10 from cryptography analysis, and
40 from former SAT competitions. There are in total 47 satisfiable (SAT) instances and 53
unsatisfiable (UNSAT) instances. The smallest instance has 286 variables and 1742 clauses.
Among these instances, there are up to 11,483,525 variables and 32,697,150 clauses. The
sizes of all instances in this benchmark are represented in Figure 4.2.
From the full benchmark, we also create a smaller benchmark for our experiments, called
the sample benchmark. Because of the long running time required for each instance and three
run required for each instance, the time required for all experiments is tremendous. Moreover,
the concentration is on speed-up and scalability between different design choices. Therefore,
the comparison does not usually need the status of unfinished instances or instances that can
be solved very quickly. Instances in the sample benchmark are chosen randomly from the
ones in full benchmark that can be solved by sequential Minisat within 60 minutes and more
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Figure 4.2: Sizes of CNF instances in SAT Race 2008 Full Benchmark
than 1 second. The sample benchmark has in total 63 instances, of which 36 SAT instances
and 27 UNSAT instances. Details of the full and sample benchmarks of SAT Race 2008 can
be found in the appendix.
To assess our solver extensively, we also tested the two final versions of our solver on
the SAT Race 2010 benchmark which was released recently. Moreover, since the winner of
the sequential track in SAT Race 2010, CryptoMinisat, is publicly available, we are able to
evaluate its performance against our new distributed solver. The benchmark used in our
experiments are also used in the final round of SAT Race 2010. In this benchmark, there
are instances from cryptography, software and hardware verification, and mixed categories.
There are in total 25 SAT instances, 66 UNSAT instances and 9 UNKNOWN instances not
solved by any solver in 2010.
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4.2 Experiments
There are some important notes while reading the graphs in this section. In the caption,
unless otherwise stated, Full benchmark refers to the SAT Race 2008 Full benchmark. For
each of the experiments below, the graph will have on the x-axis the number of solved
instances, and on the y-axis the running time of each instance. In each graph in the next
section, the solver’s version used in that experiment is prefixed at the caption. Range of x-
axis is from 0 to 63 or 100 depending on which benchmark is used. For each benchmark run,
all running times are sorted in ascending order in the graph. Therefore, a solved instance
with the same index on two curves do not necessarily mean that they are the same instance.
Please note that the graphs are to demonstrate the improvement in performance rather than
speedup. For 2 points with the same x-coordinate X, the one with lower y-coordinate is
better since it requires less running time to solve X instances. For 2 points with the same
y-coordinate Y, the one with bigger x-coordinate is better since it can solve more instances
with running time limit at Y seconds.
4.2.1 Version 1: Splitting strategies
In this version, we concentrate on the splitting strategies, especially the length of XOR
constraints and variable selection policy. Neither clause sharing nor work stealing is used in
this version. In [1], only experiments with XOR constraint of length 3 and random policy
for variable selection are shown. Other policies and constraint length were not considered.
The purpose of DMinisat version 1 is to find an optimal choice for these two parameters.
From the experiments below, we come to conclusion that XOR constraint length of 2 and
Max Occurrence policy together give the best result among other settings and we will use





















Number of solved instances
XOR length=1, Policy = Random
XOR length=2, Policy = Random
XOR length=3, Policy = Random
XOR length=4, Policy = Random
XOR length=8, Policy = Random
XOR length=16, Policy = Random
Figure 4.3: [DMinisat 1][8 nodes]Different lengths of XOR constraint - Sample benchmark
In Figure 4.3, performance with different XOR constraint lengths are evaluated. The
result shows that short XOR constraints in practice will give better running time than long
XOR constraints. The experiment is run on the SAT Race 2008 sample benchmark, with 8
nodes and the variable selection policy is Random. From the graph, we observe that short
XOR constraint sizes of 1 to 3 are better than the others and will be used for subsequent
experiments. We also note that the most important criterion to assess a solver’s performance
is the number of solved instances. Running time is only used when the number of solved





















Number of solved instances
XOR length=1, Policy = Max Occurrence
XOR length=1, Policy = Sampling
XOR length=2, Policy = Max Occurrence
XOR length=2, Policy = Sampling
XOR length=3, Policy = Max Occurrence
XOR length=3, Policy = Sampling
Figure 4.4: [DMinisat 1][8 nodes]Different variable selection policies - Sample benchmark
The second experiment is to compare 4 different policies to select variables with each
XOR constraint size. Random is to choose random variables. Max Occurrence is the
policy that chooses variables that have the maximum occurrences in the original formula. On
the contrary, Min Occurrence is the policy that chooses variables that have the minimum
occurrences in the original formula. Sampling is the policy that chooses variables that have
the maximum activities after a sampling phase at the manager. The experiment is run on
the SAT Race 2008 sample benchmark, with 8 nodes. In Figure 4.4, to avoid cluttering the
graph, we only present the best and second best policies for each XOR constraint size. From






















Number of solved instances
XOR length=1, Policy = Random
XOR length=1, Policy = Max Occurrence
XOR length=1, Policy = Min Occurrence
XOR length=1, Policy = Sampling
Figure 4.5: [DMinisat 1][64 nodes]Different variable selection policies with XOR length=1 -
Sample benchmark
Since our project is aimed at distributed environment with many nodes, we will evaluate
the performance with a bigger number of nodes. The next three Figures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7
shows the performance of different policies on a specific XOR length when the number of
nodes is larger. The experiment is run on the SAT Race 2008 sample benchmark, with 64
nodes. Each graph corresponds to a fixed length of XOR constraints. In each graph, all 4
policies are experimented. From the 3 graphs, we observe that the Max Occurrence policy





















Number of solved instances
XOR length=2, Policy = Random
XOR length=2, Policy = Max Occurrence
XOR length=2, Policy = Min Occurrence
XOR length=2, Policy = Sampling





















Number of solved instances
XOR length=3, Policy = Random
XOR length=3, Policy = Max Occurrence
XOR length=3, Policy = Min Occurrence
XOR length=3, Policy = Sampling
Figure 4.7: [DMinisat 1][64 nodes]Different variable selection policies with XOR length=3 -
Sample benchmark
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Finally, in Figure 4.8 we compare the setting presented in the paper [1], which uses XOR
length of 3 and Random policy, with the best policy obtained from previous experiments.
The experiment is run on the SAT Race 2008 full benchmark, with 64 nodes. From the
graph, we observe that our choice of settings outperforms the one presented in that paper.
Among the chosen settings, combining Max Occurrence policy and XOR length of 2 gives
the best result. Specifically, our choice results in 2 more solved instances than the setting in
paper [1], and better overall performance for most solved instances.
In the graph, we also include the performance of sequential Minisat. From the result, we
can observe that at longer timeout sequential Minisat outperforms all settings of DMinisat 1,
including the one found in paper [1]. As previously stated, paper [1] presents an experiment
of splitting strategy on Minisat with 64 nodes, which aligns well with the purpose of this
work. The paper is misleading in saying that its setting outperforms sequential Minisat
by 7 instances solved. In fact, in the paper, sequential Minisat is only able to solve about
35 instances at timeout. Referring to our graph, we can see that at about 35 instances,
all settings of DMinisat 1 actually outperforms sequential Minisat by about 7-10 instances.
However, when the timeout increases, sequential Minisat eventually outperforms DMinisat
1.
As Minisat has many optimizations to not visit unnecessary search space, it may not visit
the whole search space for UNSAT instances, and also much less search space to reach the
SAT state for SAT instances. However, with added XOR constraint, these optimizations may
not function as well as in sequential solver. Thus, the parallel solver DMinisat 1, without
knowledge sharing and work stealing, may takes more time to finish for medium-to-hard






















Number of solved instances
XOR length = 1, Policy = Max Occurrence
XOR length = 2, Policy = Max Occurrence
XOR length = 3, Policy = Max Occurrence
XOR length = 3, Policy = Random (paper[1])
Sequential Minisat
Figure 4.8: [DMinisat 1][64 nodes]Different strategies, with the second last line corresponding
to the setting used in paper [1] - Full benchmark
4.2.2 Version 2: No Sharing with Work Stealing by Internal Port-
folio
In this version, we implement the work stealing strategy by internal portfolio, which is
described in the previous chapter. We present experiments to show that Work Stealing
improves the performance considerably. In the experiments, XOR length is always 2 and
policy for variable selection is Max Occurrence as selected from the previous experiments. In
DMinisat version 1, since no work stealing is involved, the number of jobs (which is always
equal to 2k with k the number of XOR constraints) and the number of workers must be the
same. With work stealing enabled, the number of jobs can be more than the number of
workers. Theoretically, the number of jobs can also be less than the number of workers, but
in practice it is undesirable because there will be idle workers at the beginning of execution.
Work stealing also enable us to be more flexible, since the number of workers are specified by
the user and may not be a power of 2 as the number of jobs is required. In the following, we
present experiments to investigate the relation between the number of jobs and the number


























Figure 4.9: [DMinisat 2][8 nodes]Different numbers of jobs - Sample benchmark
Figure 4.9 shows the solver’s performance using different number of jobs on a fixed number
of nodes. The experiment is run on the SAT Race 2008 sample benchmark, with 8 nodes. As
explained above, number of jobs must be a power of 2 and bigger or equal than the number
of nodes. From the graph, we observe that the number of jobs of 16 gives the best result.
Intuitively, we have a guess that the best result can be achieved with number of jobs being
twice the number of nodes.
Figure 4.10 shows the performance using different number of jobs on when the number
of nodes is bigger. The experiment is run on the SAT Race 2008 sample benchmark, with 64
nodes. As previously stated, number of jobs must be a power of 2 and bigger or equal than
the number of nodes. We include the performance with different number of jobs (64,128,
and 256). From the graph, we observe that the number of jobs of 64 or 128 gives the best

























Figure 4.10: [DMinisat 2][64 nodes]Different numbers of jobs - Sample benchmark
We now present the experiment of this version on the full benchmark. Figure 4.11 shows
the performance of DMinisat version 2 with different numbers of jobs and compares it with
the setting in paper [1]. All the experiments presented Figure 4.11 are with internal portfolio
enabled. The experiment is run on the SAT Race 2008 full benchmark, with 64 nodes. From
the graph, we observe that the number of jobs of 128 actually gives the best result, which
follows our intuition from the experiment in Figure 4.9. Therefore, we will choose the number
of jobs being twice the number of nodes for subsequent experiments. Moreover, from the






















Number of solved instances
XOR length=2, Policy = Max Occurrence, Jobs=64
XOR length=2, Policy = Max Occurrence, Jobs=128
XOR length=2, Policy = Max Occurrence, Jobs=256
XOR length=3, Policy = Random, Jobs=128
Figure 4.11: [DMinisat 2][64 nodes]Different numbers of jobs, compared with setting in paper

























Figure 4.12: [DMinisat 2]Scalability of DMinisat version 2 - Full benchmark
Finally, we present in Figure 4.12 the improvement of DMinsat version 2 compared to
sequential Minisat. The experiment is run on the SAT Race 2008 full benchmark, with
1, 8 and 64 nodes respectively. From the graph, we observe that DMinisat version 2 has
reasonable improvement compared to the sequential Minisat, at both shorter and longer
timeout, and is scalable when the number of nodes increases. However, the improvement
in performance is not significant. With 64 nodes, DMinisat 2 is only able to solve 5 more
instances than sequential Minisat. Therefore, we believe that DMinisat 2 still needs to be
improved further with clause sharing, as described in the last chapter and evaluated next.
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4.2.3 Version 3: Work Stealing by Internal Portfolio with Clause
Sharing
The main target of the project is to demonstrate that speedup and scalability can be achieved
when parallelizing a sequential solver. Although DMinisat version 2 is better than sequential
Minisat, it does not scale well from the previous experiment. Therefore, we believe that
communication with clause sharing is crucial for distributed SAT solving. With clause
sharing enabled, we expect that our solver’s scalability and performance will be improved
further. In experiments presented in this section, XOR length of 2 and Max Occurrence
policy will be used, and the number of jobs is always twice the number of nodes. The first
experiments in this chapter verify our choice of parameters in clause sharing such as the
frequency of importing and the size limit of shared clauses. Then, we proceed to evaluate
scalability and performance of this version. Overall scalability of DMinisat 3 on SAT Race
2008 benchmark is presented, with additional evaluations on SAT and UNSAT instances
separately. After that, we present a comparison with Manysat version 1.0 with 4 cores. This
version of Manysat is also the one that won the SAT Race 2008 parallel track. Manysat
version 1.0 is configured to run on up to 4 cores with predetermined settings for each core
in the portfolio [31]. Therefore, we will present a direct comparison between Manysat with
4 cores to DMinisat 3 with 4 workers. The result shows the improvement of our solver
with regards to an existing parallel solver. After that, the similar evaluation on SAT Race
2010 full benchmark is also included. Similarly, comparison is also made with sequential
Minisat, Manysat. Comparison is also made with CryptoMinisat, the winner of SAT Race
2010 competition. The result from SAT Race 2010 full benchmark shows that our technique


























Figure 4.13: [DMinisat 3][8 nodes]Different sharing frequencies - Sample benchmark
At first, we need to find suitable values of parameters used in the version 3 of DMinisat.
As presented in the previous chapter, those are the frequency of importing and the size
limit of shared clauses. The first experiment is to find the range of reasonable frequencies
to be used. In Figure 4.13, we experiment our solver with a wide range of frequencies. The
experiment is run on the SAT Race 2008 sample benchmark, with 8 nodes and 16 jobs. From
the graph, we observe that frequencies in the range between 10 and 100 gives a better result.
Further experiments with other values in this range, we observe not much difference in the
performance.
With this frequency range, we proceed to evaluate the size limit of shared clauses. With
each frequency value, we experiment with different share size limits of 4, 6, 8 and 10. Like the
previous experiment, this experiment is also run on the SAT Race 2008 sample benchmark,
with 8 nodes and 16 jobs. Result for each frequency value is presented in Figure 4.14 and
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Figure 4.16: [DMinisat 3]Overall scalability - Full benchmark
We proceed to experiment the overall performance of the solver, as well as its scalability,
on the full benchmark. From previous experiments, frequency of importing foreign clauses
is chosen at 100 and shared clause size limit is chosen at 6 in the following. The experiment
is run on the SAT Race 2008 full benchmark, with different numbers of workers. Figure 4.16
presents the overall performance of our solver, whereas Figure 4.17 presents the performance
on SAT instances and Figure 4.18 presents the performance on UNSAT instances. From the
graph, we can see a significant improvement of our distributed solver compared with the
sequential solver Minisat. Moreover, when the number of nodes doubled, the solver is able
to scale reasonably.
With the separate graphs of SAT and UNSAT instances, we also see that our solver’s
performance improves better with UNSAT instances than SAT instances. With 64 nodes,
DMinisat 3 is able to solve 90/100 instances, 2 SAT and 12 UNSAT instances more than
sequential Minisat’s performance. The fact that SAT instance sometimes depends on luck
based on many random factors may be the reason why our solver is able to perform better


















































































Figure 4.19: [DMinisat 3]Performance in comparison with Manysat - Full benchmark
The next evaluation in Figure 4.19 is to assess the improvement of our solver compared
to the award-winning parallel SAT solver Manysat. The experiment is run on the SAT Race
2008 full benchmark. As mentioned, Manysat 1.0 can only run on 4 cores because there are
only 4 available settings in Manysat’s portfolio. Therefore, using more cores is redundant
for Manysat version 1.0. Since Manysat uses 4 cores, performance of DMinisat 3 with 4
workers is also included in this experiment. Running time at each node is the total time
of both main and sidekick threads. Based on the result, we can see that our new solver
actually performs better than Manysat. The result may be even more significant if we take
into account the fact that Manysat uses threads and shared memory in SMP architecture so
that communication is faster than exchanging MPI messages in a distributed environment.
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Minisat Manysat DMinisat 3 DMinisat 3 DMinisat 3
4 nodes 8 nodes 64 nodes
Solved 76 78 79 83 90
by SAT/UNSAT 43/33 38/40 42/37 44/39 45/45
Average speedup 1 1.38 1.48 3.11 8.94
by SAT/UNSAT 1/1 1.14/1.72 1.15/2.06 3.64/2.52 10/7.69
Maximal speedup 1 532.32 322 3806.77 1829.6
by SAT/UNSAT 1/1 138.82/532.32 37.5/322 215.17/3806.77 795.85/1829.6
Minimal speedup 1 0.081 0.063 0.25 0.48
by SAT/UNSAT 1/1 0.081/0.22 0.063/0.065 0.25/0.34 0.84/0.48
Figure 4.20: DMinisat 3 - Speedup table on SAT Race 2008 Full benchmark
A detailed summary of scalability is presented in Figure 4.20. In the table, we present the
number of solved instances, the average speedup as well as maximal and minimal speedup
of each solver. Speedups are in comparison with sequential Minisat’s performance. For each
category, the separate results for SAT and UNSAT instances are also included. Specifically,
within 900 seconds, with 8 and 64 workers, our solver is able to solve 7 (1 SAT and 6 UNSAT)
and 14 (2 SAT and 12 UNSAT) instances more than Minisat respectively. The unsolved
instances are all hard instances, without any result from Minisat within 1 hour. When the
number of nodes increase 8 times (from 1 to 8 and from 8 to 64 nodes), our solver is able to
speed up 3.11 and 2.87 (=8.94/3.11) times respectively. The reason of reduced speedup is
probably because of communication overhead and backtracking nature of the solving engine.
Please note that the speedup is only calculated for instances that are solved by both Minisat
and DMinisat. Therefore, it is possible that the actual speedup is considerably higher if we
don’t impose any timeout. Moreover, our solver is also able to achieve super linear speedup
for both SAT and UNSAT instances, with the maximal speedup achieved at 3806.77 times
better than Minisat’s performance.
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With the recent availability of the full benchmark in the final round of SAT Race 2010
and the available source code of SAT Race 2010 winner, CryptoMinisat, we are able to assess
our distributed solver against an up-to-date benchmark and solvers. The experiment is run
on the SAT Race 2010 full benchmark. In Figure 4.21, we present the overall performance
of our solver with 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 workers. Comparing this graph to Figure 4.16, we
can see scalability is still achieved although with SAT Race 2010 benchmark, speedup is
smaller than the performance with SAT Race 2008 full benchmark. Besides, Figure 4.22
shows the comparison of DMinisat 3 with Minisat, Manysat and with CryptoMinisat. From
the graph, we observe that our solver also scales well in the SAT Race 2010 benchmark. For
instance, with 8 and 64 nodes, DMinisat 3 is able to solve 8 and 11 instances more than
Minisat respectively. With 4 workers, DMinisat 3 also solves 1 more instances than Manysat
with 4 cores. Therefore, scalability and performance improvement compared with Minisat
and Manysat are quite similar to the ones with SAT Race 2008 full benchmark. However,
CryptoMinisat, despite a sequential solver, is able to perform only slightly worse than DMin-
isat with 64 nodes. Indeed, on the full benchmark of SAT Race 2008, CryptoMinisat also
has comparable performance with DMinisat 3 with 64 workers. The reason is probably that
CryptoMinisat is aimed at cryptography-based instances which is not solved well by Minisat,
the base solver of DMinisat. To improve DMinisat even further, we will evaluate in the next























































Figure 4.22: [DMinisat 3]Performance in comparison with Manysat and CryptoMinisat on






























Figure 4.23: [DMinisat 4]Overall scalability on SAT Race 2010 benchmark
4.2.4 Version 4: Dynamic Work Stealing with Extra XOR Con-
straints with Clause Sharing
This version uses the same mechanism for clause sharing with multithreaded worker. How-
ever, for work stealing, instead of duplicating jobs to assign for idle workers, we apply a
dynamic strategy with extra constraints. In Figure 4.23, we present the overall perfor-
mance with increasing number of workers and comparison with Minisat, Manysat and Cryp-
toMinisat. With this new strategy, our solver is able to perform even better. Indeed, with
16 workers, DMinisat 4 is able to outperform CryptoMinisat, whereas DMinisat 3 requires
64 workers to outperform CryptoMinisat on the SAT Race 2010 full benchmark. We also
note that for DMinisat 4, the running time for easier instances (those that can be solved in
less than 100 seconds) is actually longer because of the significant communication overhead,
which was already discussed in Chapter 3.
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4.2.5 Summary
In previous sections, we have presented scalability as well as performance improvement of
each version of DMinisat. In this section, we will provide an overview of improvement be-
tween different versions of DMinisat. In Figure 4.24, we present the comparison of DMinisat
version 1, 2 and 3 with 64 nodes on the SAT Race 2008 full benchmark, together with Min-
isat and Manysat. From the graph, we can observe the significant improvement of DMinisat
version 3 compared to version 1 and 2. Specifically, DMinisat 3 solves 9 more instances than
DMinisat 2 and 19 instances more than DMinisat 1. We also present the improvement of
DMinisat from version 3 to version 4 with 64 nodes in Figure 4.25, together with Minisat,
Manysat and CryptoMinisat. From the result, DMinisat 4 is able to solve 3 more instances
than DMinisat 3 and 4 more instances more than CryptoMinisat.
In conclusion, we have evaluated different aspects of our new distributed SAT solver. We
confirm many design and parameter choices with experiments: length of XOR constraints,
variable selection policy, relation between the number of nodes and the number of jobs, the
frequency of sharing learned clauses and shared clause size limit. Combining altogether,
using the final benchmark of SAT Race 2008 and SAT Race 2010, we observe a significant
improvement compared to the sequential solver Minisat. Our new solver’s performance is
also better than Manysat, the winner of SAT Race 2008 parallel track. With dynamic
work stealing strategy, DMinisat 4 with 64 nodes is able to improve further and outperform
CryptoMinisat, the winner of SAT Race 2010. Moreover, our solver can be scaled reasonably
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In this thesis, we have presented a new distributed SAT solver and experimented with various
different design choices. The new solver is based on the current state-of-the-art sequential
solver Minisat [18] and aimed to be utilized in a distributed architecture where fault tolerance
and minimum overhead of communication are necessary. The solver uses XOR constraint as
the splitting strategy to partition the search space, together with clause sharing and work
stealing strategies. The new solver is evaluated thoroughly on the final benchmark of SAT
Race 2008 and SAT Race 2010, and produces good result both in terms of performance and
scalability. It even outperforms Manysat, the current state-of-the-art parallel solver.
There are other things to be done in terms of future work. Firstly, our parallelization
produces impressive result by utilizing the underlying solving mechanism from sequential
Minisat. As the research on sequential SAT solver is still very strong, the same technique
could be applied on other recent solver, such as the winner of SAT Race 2010 CryptoMinisat.
Secondly, instances are sensitive to parameter choices so that automatic and adaptive tuning
of parameters may be more useful for some instances than our current static choices of
parameters. Thirdly, other techniques could be evaluated on improving the quality of shared
clauses, probably by using dynamic metrics to assess a new shared clauses, such as the
method presented in [41].
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Appendix A
Equivalence of XOR constraint in
CNF
For each variable xi, the corresponding literal li is either xi or ¬xi.
Let us define the function w(li) such that
w(li) = 1 if li = xi
= 0 if li = ¬xi (A.1)
For all combinations of l1, ..., ln, we need to prove:
n∑
i=1
xi = 0 (mod 2) ≡
∧






xi = 1 (mod 2) ≡
∧





With n=2, we have:
x+ y = 0(mod 2) ≡ (¬x ∨ y) ∧ (x ∨ ¬y)
x+ y = 1(mod 2) ≡ (x ∨ y) ∧ (¬x ∨ ¬y)
Therefore, the formula is correct with n=2. Assume that the formula is correct with n=k,
k≥2. We have to prove the formula is also correct with n = k + 1, which means:
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For all combinations of l1, ..., lk, lk+1,
k+1∑
i=1
xi = 0 (mod 2) ≡
∧






xi = 1 (mod 2) ≡
∧




In fact, for the first equation:
k+1∑
i=1




xi = 0 (mod 2)] ∧ (xk+1 = 0)} ∨ {[
k∑
i=1




xi = 0 (mod 2)] ∧ (¬xk+1)} ∨ {[
k∑
i=1




xi = 0 (mod 2)] ∨ {[
k∑
i=1
xi = 1 (mod 2)] ∧ (xk+1)}}
∧ {(¬xk+1) ∨ {[
k∑
i=1




xi = 0 (mod 2)] ∨ (xk+1)} ∧ {[
k∑
i=1
xi = 1 (mod 2)] ∨ (¬xk+1)} (A.2)
Moreover, for all combinations of l1, ..., lk,
k+1∑
i=1
xi = 0 (mod 2) ≡
∧








xi = 0 (mod 2)] ∨ (xk+1) ≡
∧
(l1 ∨ l2... ∨ lk ∨ xk+1)





Similarly, for all combinations of l1, ..., lk,
k+1∑
i=1
xi = 1 (mod 2) ≡
∧








xi = 1 (mod 2)] ∨ (¬xk+1) ≡
∧
(l1 ∨ l2... ∨ lk ∨ ¬xk+1)




Combining equations A.3 and A.4 into equation A.2, we conclude that
k+1∑
i=1
xi = 0 (mod 2) ≡
∧




Proof for the equivalence of the second equation
k+1∑
i=1
xi = 1 (mod 2) ≡
∧







SAT Race 2008 Full and Sample
Benchmark
On the next page, the table of all instances in the SAT Race 2008 Benchmark is included,
alongside with the running time of sequential Minisat version 2.0. rows with asterisk corre-
spond to instances that appear in the sample benchmark. Timeout is set at 15 minutes (900
seconds) so that instances with running time ¿900 are the ones that is NOT solved within
the timeout limit.
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Instance name Actual Result Sequential Minisat (seconds)
aloul‐chnl11‐13.cnf UNSAT >900
anbul‐dated‐5‐15‐u.cnf* UNSAT 251.107
anbul‐part‐10‐13‐s.cnf SAT >900
anbul‐part‐10‐15‐s.cnf SAT >900
babic‐dspam‐vc1080.cnf* UNSAT 640.714
babic‐dspam‐vc949.cnf UNSAT 471.967
babic‐dspam‐vc973.cnf UNSAT 7.19191
cmu‐bmc‐barrel6.cnf UNSAT 1.48177
cmu‐bmc‐longmult13.cnf* UNSAT 39.749
cmu‐bmc‐longmult15.cnf* UNSAT 30.8093
een‐pico‐prop00‐75.cnf UNSAT 0.226965
een‐pico‐prop05‐75.cnf* UNSAT 73.9538
een‐tip‐sat‐nusmv‐t5.B.cnf SAT 4.09538
een‐tip‐sat‐texas‐tp‐5e.cnf SAT 0.208968
een‐tip‐sat‐vis‐eisen.cnf SAT 0.677896
fuhs‐aprove‐15.cnf* UNSAT 32.871
fuhs‐aprove‐16.cnf* UNSAT 184.445
goldb‐heqc‐alu4mul.cnf* UNSAT 123.812
goldb‐heqc‐dalumul.cnf* UNSAT >900
goldb‐heqc‐frg1mul.cnf UNSAT >900
goldb‐heqc‐x1mul.cnf UNSAT >900
grieu‐vmpc‐27.cnf* SAT 58.0882
grieu‐vmpc‐31.cnf* SAT >900
hoons‐vbmc‐lucky7.cnf* UNSAT 3.02454
ibm‐2002‐04r‐k80.cnf* SAT 19.0531
ibm‐2002‐11r1‐k45.cnf* SAT 25.9641
ibm‐2002‐18r‐k90.cnf* SAT 58.6341
ibm‐2002‐20r‐k75.cnf* SAT 96.6453
ibm‐2002‐22r‐k60.cnf UNSAT 433.836
ibm‐2002‐22r‐k75.cnf* SAT 165.284
ibm‐2002‐22r‐k80.cnf* SAT 118.468
ibm‐2002‐23r‐k90.cnf* SAT 383.49
ibm‐2002‐24r3‐k100.cnf* UNSAT 135.426
ibm‐2002‐25r‐k10.cnf* UNSAT >900
ibm‐2002‐29r‐k75.cnf* SAT 15.5856
ibm‐2002‐30r‐k85.cnf* SAT 490.314
ibm‐2002‐31_1r3‐k30.cnf* UNSAT 684.655
ibm‐2004‐01‐k90.cnf* SAT 3.05953
ibm‐2004‐1_11‐k80.cnf* SAT 97.4352
ibm‐2004‐23‐k100.cnf* SAT 589.51
ibm‐2004‐23‐k80.cnf* SAT 152.26
ibm‐2004‐29‐k25.cnf* UNSAT 79.231
ibm‐2004‐29‐k55.cnf* SAT 298.48
ibm‐2004‐3_02_3‐k95.cnf SAT 2.10968
jarvi‐eq‐atree‐9.cnf* UNSAT 115.499
manol‐pipe‐c10nid_i.cnf UNSAT >900
manol‐pipe‐c10nidw.cnf UNSAT >900
manol‐pipe‐c6bidw_i.cnf* UNSAT 146.187
manol‐pipe‐c8nidw.cnf* UNSAT >900
manol‐pipe‐c9n_i.cnf* UNSAT 32.0211
manol‐pipe‐f7nidw.cnf* UNSAT 145.389
manol‐pipe‐f9b.cnf* UNSAT 501.187
manol‐pipe‐g10bid_i.cnf UNSAT >900
manol‐pipe‐g10nid.cnf* UNSAT 178.235
manol‐pipe‐g8nidw.cnf* UNSAT 34.7707
marijn‐philips.cnf* UNSAT >900
maris‐s03‐gripper11.cnf SAT 20.0879
mizh‐md5‐47‐3.cnf* SAT 161.774
mizh‐md5‐47‐4.cnf* SAT 86.1349
mizh‐md5‐47‐5.cnf* SAT 418.063
mizh‐md5‐48‐2.cnf* SAT 142.039
mizh‐md5‐48‐5.cnf* SAT 896.791
mizh‐sha0‐35‐3.cnf* SAT 28.1637
mizh‐sha0‐35‐4.cnf* SAT 272.439
mizh‐sha0‐36‐1.cnf* SAT 319.7
mizh‐sha0‐36‐3.cnf* SAT 505.455
mizh‐sha0‐36‐4.cnf SAT 156.268
narain‐vpn‐clauses‐10.cnf* UNSAT 36.7904
narain‐vpn‐clauses‐8.cnf* SAT 672.969
palac‐sn7‐ipc5‐h16.cnf* SAT 452.854
palac‐uts‐l06‐ipc5‐h34.cnf* SAT 39.9469
post‐c32s‐col400‐16.cnf UNSAT 207.765
post‐c32s‐gcdm16‐22.cnf SAT 634.497
post‐c32s‐gcdm16‐23.cnf UNSAT 648.165
post‐c32s‐ss‐8.cnf UNSAT >900
post‐cbmc‐aes‐d‐r1.cnf UNSAT 1.47877
post‐cbmc‐aes‐d‐r2.cnf UNSAT >900
post‐cbmc‐aes‐ee‐r2.cnf UNSAT >900
post‐cbmc‐aes‐ee‐r3.cnf UNSAT >900
post‐cbmc‐aes‐ele.cnf UNSAT 27.8798
post‐cbmc‐zfcp‐2.8‐u2.cnf SAT 47.1028
schup‐l2s‐abp4‐1‐k31.cnf* UNSAT 31.2143
schup‐l2s‐bc56s‐1‐k391.cnf UNSAT >900
schup‐l2s‐motst‐2‐k315.cnf* SAT 119.37
simon‐s02b‐r4b1k1.1.cnf* SAT 27.0789
simon‐s02b‐r4b1k1.2.cnf* SAT 113.135
simon‐s02‐f2clk‐50.cnf* UNSAT 625.109
simon‐s03‐fifo8‐400.cnf* UNSAT 126.383
simon‐s03‐w08‐15.cnf* SAT 60.9797
vange‐col‐abb313GPIA‐9‐c.cnf SAT >900
velev‐engi‐uns‐1.0‐4nd.cnf UNSAT 10.7714
velev‐fvp‐sat‐3.0‐b18.cnf* SAT 17.7233
velev‐npe‐1.0‐9dlx‐b71.cnf* SAT 117.837
velev‐vliw‐sat‐4.0‐b4.cnf* SAT 35.6236
velev‐vliw‐sat‐4.0‐b8.cnf* SAT 70.9372
velev‐vliw‐uns‐2.0‐iq1.cnf* UNSAT >900
velev‐vliw‐uns‐2.0‐iq2.cnf UNSAT >900
velev‐vliw‐uns‐2.0‐uq5.cnf UNSAT >900
velev‐vliw‐uns‐4.0‐9.cnf UNSAT >900
velev‐vliw‐uns‐4.0‐9‐i1.cnf UNSAT >900
#Solved 76
#SAT 33
#UNSAT 43
